
Box 5182 Brown University
May 21„ 1981
2:45 a.m.

Director
Brown Security Services
Box 18A2 Brown University
Providence, RI 02912

Dear Director:

Once again, Brown's fearless Security Officers reacted in that good
old "gestapo fashion" when they harassed a friend of mine approximately
one hour ago. Somehow, 1 suspected that the Brown Security Officers
were just waiting around the corner for us to part ways, yet I gave
them the benefit of the doubt. No sooner than five minutes after my
friend and I went our separate ways at Andrews terrace, they were on
the scene.

In the manner of John Wayne, they chased my friend back towards the
terrace. By the time I came downstairs (I could hear the commotion
from the fourth floor of West Andrews.), the number of uniformed of-
ficers amounted to three. As expected, they (actually, only one of
them said it) fabricated a story about a girl being accosted and then,
after being caught by my presence, claimed that my friend didn't fit
the description.

Although we did not ask for it, we got escorted home by security cars
that were leading us from a block away. In many ways, I felt like I
was at home in Bed-Stuy, Brooklyn, where the "city's finest" patrol
the streets just looking for targets.

It seems that these noble acts of repression are an annual event for
me,because just last year a similiar incident occurred at Sayles Gym
(check the files). In the last letter I suggested that there are some
serious parallels between the actions of N.Y.C., Philadelphia, Miami
(remember Arthur McDuffie?), and don't forget Providence (whatever
happened to Ray Rickman?) cops and BrownxSecurity Officers. All that
the latter squad needs is a gun and the picture will be complete.

Even though there was no physical abuse, the psychological harassment
was totally unnecessary. For example, one officer shouted into his
walkie-talkie, "we got the thing over hereI" Referring to a person
as a "thing" is very low-down. Nevertheless, it appears that even
though Brown merged with Pembroke over ten years ago, Black males
caught walking around Pembroke after hours are considered to be
"things."
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So where do we go from here? As I suggested to the former Director of
Security, Jim Lyons, last year, all security officers should be required
to go through some sensitivity training. Just a lesson in basic human
relations would go a long way. But this is just the first step. Trying
to eradicate the built-in assumptions and prejudices will take quite
some time. Anyway, we, the potential suspects, will keep you abreast of
the latest happenings in the field. In the meantime, we hope that you
and your colleagues will devise some solutions to this perpetual problem
of harassment.

Respectfully,

Michael Ward "82

p.s. It should be noted that no formal or informal apology was expressed
by the officers involved after all else was said and done.

c.c. Dean Eric Widmer
Dean John Robinson
Dean Ann 5. Dewart


